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Introduction
- Current assessment methods in genetics courses often 
test student’s ability to remember and utilize key concepts.

- Students simply follow given examples when completing 
problems without understanding the concept behind the 
problem. 

- An exercise was developed that would require students to 
synthesize a hypothetical problem complete with a correct 
answer.

- Exercise is a better assessment tool to gauge a student’s 
understanding of the course concepts.

Student Preparation
•Demonstration and practice problems provided on subject 
matter prior to exercise.
•In class practice with ‘written your own problem’ exercise. 
Students write problem. Written problems are shared 
among students to determine if the problems can be solved 
and are correct.
•Guidance is provided on how to improve a problem’s 
narrative.

Student Learning Objectives
•Identify gaps in student concept understanding.
•Utilize student creativity in an otherwise rigid subject 
matter.
•Apply knowledge learned in class to create problem 
narrative and answer.
•Utilize higher order cognitive skills in order to create 
problem narrative and answer.
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Sample Student Answer
Problem Narrative - A new insect called a fire devil was recently 
discovered. Fire devils are white, but can have colored stripes. The 
FR allele produces red stripes, the FB allele produces black stripes, 
and the f allele produces no stripes. Among the alleles, FR > f, FB > 
f, and FR = FB. When a heterozygous male with red stripes was 
crossed with a female who was heterozygous for black stripes, 831 
progeny were produced; 205 had red stripes, 215 had black 
stripes, 194 had both red and black stripes, and 217 had no 
stripes. What are the genotypes of the progeny? Conduct a chi-
square test to determine if the observed numbers fit the ratio that 
you are testing?

Problem Answer – Male: FRf x Female: FBf = ¼ Red and black stripes 
(FR FB ), ¼ Red stripes (FRf), ¼ Black stripes (FBf),  ¼ No stripes (ff).
Observed: 194 Red and black stripes, 205 Red stripes, 215 Black 
stripes, 217 no stripes = 831
Expected: 831*¼ = 207.75 Red and Black stripes, 831*¼ = 207.75 
Red stripes, 831*¼ = 207.75 Black stripes, 831*¼ = 207.75 no 
stripes.
Chi square test = (205-207.75)2/207.75 + (215-207.75)2/207.75 + 
(194-207.75)2/207.75 + (217-207.75)2/207.75 = 1.61, df=3, 
0.5<P<0.9.
Accept the hypothesis that deviation is due to chance. Stripe color 
and pattern in five devils is controlled by a single gene with three 
alleles and codominance between two alleles.

Outcomes
- Problem quality improved throughout the semester.
- Misunderstanding of key concepts by students easily identified.
- Students enjoy using their inherent creativity in formulating 
problems.
- This semester, dragons were the class favorite organism for 
problems.
- Correct problems used in future semesters for assessment.

Sample Problem
For this problem, I would like you to write your own 
problem. You can pick the species and traits that are 
presented in the problem. You will need to write the 
problem narrative and solution. Please be unique in your 
problem. I do not want you to copy a problem from 
somewhere else or just copy another problem and changing 
the numbers. Please be creative. I have a few guidelines. I 
would like your problem to involve multiple alleles (3 or 
more). Please construct a problem in which you are looking 
at the inheritance of one trait controlled by a single gene 
with multiple alleles in which there is codominance 
between two of the alleles. You may construct any crosses 
that you like but I would like all alleles and every possible 
phenotype expressed in the resulting progeny. I would like 
you to provide numbers of individuals with each phenotype 
from the resulting progeny. Please ask the reader to 
determine the genotypes of the progeny and to conduct a 
chi-square test to see if the observed numbers fit the ratio 
that they are testing. Please construct the observed values 
so that the ratios that are expected given the particular 
cross will fit the data. Please show all of the calculations 
that need to be done. Also please assign point values to 
each of the tasks that the reader must complete. You will be 
graded on how well the problem is written so that the 
reader can determined what you are asking and if there is 
enough information to solve the problem. Your answer will 
be graded on whether your answer to the problem is 
correct and the level of detail to your answer. You will also 
be graded on how well your problem satisfies the guidelines 
stated for this problem. Please let me know if you have any 
questions. 
- Highlighted text is changed depending upon the concept 
being tested.


